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eaving in and out of traffic.
Speeding. Disregarding stop-
lights. It’s the kind of wild ride
most 11-year-old boys would 

relish. Yet the boy in the back seat of his family’s
minivan isn’t shouting words of encouragement to
his dad, seated behind the steering wheel. In fact, the
sixth grader’s eyes are not even open. His mother
clutches him tightly. And prays. This is no joyride.
It’s a trip to Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. 

W

B I O T E C H  T R A N S F E R  U P S  T H E  A N T E  F O R  M E D I C A L
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AN INDUSTRY ON 

Only two days ago, he was just like any other
energetic preteen. Then, he started to complain
that his arms and legs were a little stiff. He was
sleepy, too. His parents thought he simply need-
ed a good night’s rest. By morning he had devel-
oped a modest fever, and he was still tired, so his
mom let him stay home from school. At dinner-
time, neither his mom nor dad could entice him
to come to the dining room table, not even for
chicken nuggets. 

THE CUSP
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outcome in children or adults. According to
the National Institutes of Health, at least
115,000 Americans incur acute renal failure
annually, and most experts conservatively esti-
mate 50 percent of those patients will die.

To combat the grave symptoms of his
young patient, Carcillo gives him ongoing
fluids, starts him on medication to maintain
heart function, administers antibiotics to ward
off the infection, and puts him on continuous
dialysis with the hope it will take over the
blood-filtering responsibilities of the kidneys. 

he estimates. The boy was in septic shock.
His immune system was unable to ward off
infection. To keep germs from spreading
throughout his body, his blood vessels were
constricting and his heart wasn’t pumping
enough blood. The reduced blood flow to the
kidneys had caused them to start failing. This
condition could be fatal—not an unusual

While he lay in bed, his parents placed a
call to their primary care physician’s answering
service. When they checked on him moments
later, his fever had suddenly escalated, and he
wasn’t responding to their nudges. They didn’t
wait for the doctor’s return call.

Intensive care pediatrician Joseph Carcillo
had seen this before, about 50 times a year,

Joseph Carcillo (left) and Ed Jackson made the walk to the OTM to patent a treatment to

prevent acute renal failure, which could save tens of thousands of lives annually. Getting

the treatment into clinics isn’t so easy, however.



pharmacology and medicine, have an idea
that it might be possible to prevent kidneys
from shutting down during septic shock.
Actually, after years of testing in Jackson’s fed-
erally funded Scaife Hall laboratory, it’s more
than an idea. It’s a patented treatment that
has a few more significant hurdles to clear
before it can be administered to patients in
intensive care units throughout the world. 

If Carcillo and Jackson are correct, every-
one wins. Lives will be saved worldwide.
Health care costs are likely to go down. And
Pitt and its two inventors will probably make
a lot of money. 

These kinds of breakthroughs haven’t
always translated into financial windfalls for
academia. However, a 1980 bill sponsored by
then US Senators Birch Bayh and Bob Dole
changed everything. 

“That legislation,” explains James V.
Maher, provost of the University, “assigned the
ownership of intellectual property that result-
ed from federal grants to the universities.”
Before the act, it was unclear who owned those
rights, so it was hard to commercialize any-
thing with confidence. 

The business section of any newspaper
attests to the act’s impact. “It’s been a very
productive piece of legislation in terms of
stimulating the growth of high-tech compa-
nies,” says Maher. “It deserves credit for an
awful lot of the growth that is so evident in
the Nasdaq over the past two decades.” 

To help make its mark on the Nasdaq, in
1996 Pitt instituted an Office of Technology
Management (OTM). For the fiscal year
2000, the OTM reported nearly $4 million
in revenues and entered into 24 licenses and
options. Much bigger checks are expected in

the years to come, however. 
Nearly 70 percent of the OTM’s portfolio

stems from the School of Medicine; for the
most part, that’s pharmaceutical or biological
based products. It can take eight to 10 years
for these kinds of products to go from a pre-
clinical state to a revenue-generating product,
according to OTM officials. The wait has
kept Pitt out of the headlines locally. 

“One of the things that we deal with in
the community,” says Reed McManigle, an
OTM technology licensing manager, “is
they look up the street [at Carnegie Mellon
University, which in 1998 generated more
than $30 million, primarily from selling the
stock of its Internet company Lycos, Inc.].
They deal mostly with software, the
Internet, and robotics, which have a much
shorter gestation period. They can have a big
hit and bring in $20 million in a matter of
two years from when it left the university.
We’re probably doing as many or more deals
than CMU, but in terms of visibility in the
community, it just isn’t there yet because we
have a longer gestation period.” 

Jackson and Carcillo aren’t so concerned
about timelines. They want to save lives.

Their theory for preventing acute renal fail-
ure originated in 1994, after they reviewed the
work of others who found that theophylline, a
drug used for asthma, reduced the severity and
incidence of acute renal failure induced by sep-
sis. Since theophylline contained blockers of
the chemical adenosine, Carcillo and Jackson
postulated it was the presence of adenosine in
the kidney that facilitated renal failure.

One year later, the poor outcomes of
Jackson’s laboratory rats made them rethink
their position.

Carcillo does nothing, however, to protect
the kidneys from the bacterial onslaught. He
can’t. There is no approved therapy. Even if
the boy survives, his kidneys may be dam-
aged to the point where he will need regular
dialysis or a kidney transplant. 

All Carcillo and the boy’s parents can do is
wait and hope for the best. 

Someday that may no longer be the case.
Carcillo, an assistant professor of anesthesiol-
ogy, critical care medicine, and pediatrics,
and his colleague Ed Jackson, a professor of

W A I T I N G  G A M E  
Imagine: a vaccine for cancer. Olivera Finn, a professor in Pitt’s Department of

Molecular Genetics and Biochemistry, believes she has such a vaccine sitting in vials

in her lab. Her animal research demonstrates that it may prevent more than 80 per-

cent of all carcinomas—including cancer of the breast, colon, and pancreas—by

alerting T cells the moment a tumor cell appears. Without it, T cells might not recog-

nize a tumor until it becomes too powerful for the immune system to destroy. Finn is

eager to test her patented vaccine in clinical trials designed for persons at a high risk

for developing cancer. First, she must convince the National Cancer Institute and the

Food and Drug Administration that her vaccine is safe and won’t set off an autoim-

mune response that would harm the people it is supposed to protect. That has been

a challenge. Nevertheless, Finn—who is an academic founder of Corixa, the company

that holds the license to her vaccine—has faith that it’s just a matter of time before

her vaccine will be given a chance. Still, she can’t hide her frustration: “One in eight

women will develop breast cancer. That puts all women, including my 21-year-old

daughter, into a high-risk group. Now is the time to vaccinate her, when she is young

and healthy, not when she’s over 60 and sick from cancer.”   —RM
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they can to narrow it.” Otherwise, inventors
might secure rights to future technological
discoveries of others. 

For Jackson and Carcillo, the University
made the investment and applied for a use
patent concerning the application of any
drug that has PDE4-blocking activity for the
prevention or treatment of sepsis-induced
renal failure. After nearly two years of the
expected wrangling with the patent office, it
was approved.

Throughout the wrangling, the OTM was
also hard at work devising a commercializa-
tion strategy. There are two options: find a
company to pay a licensing fee for the intel-
lectual property or create a company. 

“In general, it’s preferable to license,” says
Maher. Licensing avoids startup costs.
However, if it makes sense to group technolo-
gies or products together for scientific, market-
ing, or manufacturing purposes, Maher says
Pitt will not hesitate to form a “platform tech-
nology company.” The PDE4 patent, along
with other unrelated drug treatments, was
almost the center of such a company. It even
had a name—Pharmalogics. But it never accu-
mulated enough capital to get off the ground.
There wasn’t much the University could do to
help at that point, Maher explains:

“In the congressional debate that led to the
Bayh-Dole Act, there was considerable con-
cern that universities would fail to commer-
cialize the intellectual property that had result-
ed from federally funded research. As a result,
. . . the act [included] the requirement that
universities not accept less than fair-market
value for any intellectual property.” In other
words, a company able to pay fair-market
value will, in Congress’s opinion, have the
desire and the dollars to prevent the tech-
nology from languishing indefinitely on its
journey to the marketplace.

The OTM now hopes to get fair-market
value for the PDE4 patent by pursuing a
licensing strategy. The profit could be astro-
nomical for a licensee, but so could the
expenses. After a drug passes testing on ani-
mals, it must pass two or three more trials on
humans before receiving Food and Drug

“We knew,” says Jackson, “that theo-
phylline did other things besides block
adenosine, and one of the things that it did
was block an enzyme called phosphodi-
esterase. The drugs we were using on rats
blocked adenosine receptors but didn’t
block phosphodiesterase. We thought
maybe what is going on is that theophylline
has worked in the past, not because it
blocked adenosine receptors, but because it
blocked phosphodiesterase. We did a series
of experiments to find what kind of phos-
phodiesterase is in the kidney and found it
was a type called PDE4.” 

Jackson went back to his lab rats, this time
treating them with a PDE4 inhibitor to see if 
it protected them from sepsis-induced renal
failure. The answer was yes. If, like Carcillo’s
young patient, the rats were already in sepsis-
induced renal failure and then given the PDE4
inhibitor, the answer was again yes. “If you
block PDE4,” concludes Jackson, “you can pre-
vent renal failure, and you can treat acute renal
failure induced by endotoxemia.” 

By 1996, it was time to take a stroll
along O’Hara Street to Pitt’s OTM and
submit the five-page invention disclosure
form to begin the technology transfer eval-
uation procedure.

Once any invention disclosure form is in
the hands of the OTM, the University decides
if it wants to pursue commercializing the
technology. To receive the go-ahead, the intel-
lectual property must satisfy specific criteria
established by the OTM: 1) Can it be patent-
ed? 2) Does a market exist? 3) Is the inventor
team committed to providing all necessary
assistance? 4) How does the technology com-

pare with existing technologies?
The OTM staff finds the answers to the

first three questions. The University’s
Technology Transfer Committee contem-
plates the last question. There are no text-
book answers:

“Many times it’s a very difficult judgment
call,” says John S. Lazo, who chairs the com-
mittee and the pharmacology department. “If
you had asked me a few years ago, I would

never have thought that movie theaters would
be places that people still go to because
Blockbuster Video would have taken away all
their business. And then I never would have
thought Blockbuster Video would last because
you could dial up on your television whatever
movie you want, practically—so our ability, as
an academic institution, to project into the
future what is or isn’t valuable is tough.” 

Not only is it tough, it’s expensive. Every
patent pursued is an expense that can total in
the tens of thousands of dollars, with no
guarantees. It’s also time consuming. The
inventor, the OTM, and outside counsel
work together to draft patent claims that
make scientific, legal, and business sense,
building an iron-clad case for the technology.
That’s because a claim has a worthy adversary.
“The patent office,” according to licensing
manager McManigle, “is doing the best that

O N  T R I A L
There’s a rule: Before a test-tube discovery can turn into a medical breakthrough

and multimillion-dollar product, it has to work. First, in animals. Then, in people.

Merrill Egorin, professor of pharmacology and medicine, helps make that happen.

Egorin lets others do the discovering—he keeps busy testing potential cancer treat-

ments for everyone from university researchers to Bristol-Myers Squibb to the

National Cancer Institute (NCI). Pitt is one of only six preclinical trial (animal) fund-

ed sites for the NCI, which entails evaluating drugs the agency developed. Egorin

also will perform analyses for more than a dozen human trials this year. He’ll work

with the team of Donald L. Trump, chief of hematology-oncology, which administers

the drugs to the patients. 

These trials occur in phases: For cancer drugs, phase one establishes safe and

effective doses. If all goes well, the drug is used to treat patients in phase two.

Should they respond favorably, the drug enters a phase-three trial, comparing the

results with the existing standard of care. If the FDA likes the data, a new treatment

is born along with some new multimillionaires. Not Egorin, though. The salaried

professor will keep hard at work on another trial.   —RM 
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“If you had asked me a few years ago, I would never

have thought that movie theaters would be places that

people still go to because Blockbuster Video would

have taken away all their business.”



Administration (FDA) approval. Each trial can
cost anywhere from $100,000 to more than
$10 million, and the odds are usually no bet-
ter than even that the product or treatment
will ever make it to the marketplace.
Considering PDE4 inhibitors’ documented
success with animals and that the treatment
consists of benign chemicals, Jackson and
Carcillo don’t expect the first of two human
trials to cost more than $250,000. If the treat-
ment passes both trials and receives FDA
approval, Jackson estimates annual revenue in

the United States and abroad will be $200 mil-
lion. Since the licensee has the most to lose, it’s
only fair the licensee has the most to gain, usu-
ally about 94 to 97 percent of the annual rev-
enue. The remaining three to six percent is
divvied up by the University and the inven-
tors. Even taking into account the very real
possibility that competing drug companies
will find a way around the use patent, the roy-
alties could be huge.

Such an infusion of capital could have ram-
ifications beyond the University. Jackson, who
is originally from Texas, marvels at how Austin
has transformed its oil-based economy into a
high technology haven that is often mentioned
in the same breath as Silicon Valley or Boston. 

“If we can get the biotech industry grow-
ing,” says Jackson, “it will attract other players
from all over the planet to Pittsburgh. We can
do in Pittsburgh, through biotech, what Austin
did through software.” Senior officials at Pitt
have such a future in mind as well. To help
make this happen, the University has intro-
duced a number of projects to get scientists to
think entrepreneurially. It also has partnered
with UPMC Health System and CMU to
entice venture capitalists to Pittsburgh so that a
few more of those well-funded companies
offering fair-market value make their homes in
southwestern Pennsylvania.

There are other roadblocks unique to the
biotech transfer route, unfortunately. The
death of Jesse Gelsinger, a teenage volunteer for
a gene-transfer therapy trial conducted at the
University of Pennsylvania, has university lead-
ers, government agencies, and patient advocacy
groups carefully reexamining conflict of inter-
est issues. James M. Wilson, the Penn doctor in
charge of the Gelsinger experiment, had a
financial stake in the drug trial. Wilson found-

ed the company that provided $21 million in
funding for his lab, and he continued to hold
30 percent of its stock (reportedly valued at
$13.5 million). Last fall, on the anniversary
of Gelsinger’s death, the young man’s family
filed a lawsuit against Penn, which was subse-
quently settled out of court. The tragedy has
spurred federal regulators to review govern-
ment agency regulations. 

The Gelsinger case may appear to be a
conflict of interest to some, yet Maher points
out a potential Catch-22: “The difficulty a

university encounters is that in the early
stages of the development of a technology,
it’s not unusual to have the inventor be the
only one in the world who can plausibly
carry the project to the next step. When we
find ourselves in a gray area where a desirable
activity is not a clear conflict but could
become one, we will generally put the proj-
ect under the scrutiny of an independent
committee . . . and expect [it] to protect the
University and the scientists performing the
research from any activities that could wan-
der into an area of conflict.” 

As for the PDE4 inhibitor treatment, nei-
ther Carcillo nor Jackson anticipates con-
flict-of-interest concerns because the testing
isn’t so specialized that their involvement
would be essential.

In the meantime, they wait. For a licensee,
for the trials, for FDA approval, and—final-
ly—for PDE4 inhibitors to prevent acute
renal failure in patients like the young boy

C O M P A N I E S  T O  W A T C H
Keep an eye on these up-and-coming biotech firms: 

In search of a cure for cancer, Metacine, Inc., hopes to use the body’s own cells to

manipulate the immune system to destroy tumors. 

CellEct Bio, Inc., is pursuing liver cell growth and regeneration. 

To enable diabetics to monitor their glucose levels continuously, Sentek Group,

Inc., is perfecting a noninvasive device.

And Fluorous Technologies, Inc., is devising a way to manufacture chemicals in an

environmentally friendly manner.

These companies can’t be found on Nasdaq just yet. They represent the most

recent platform technology companies launched as a result of innovations by

University of Pittsburgh scientists under the auspices of Pitt’s Office of Technology

Management (OTM). For now, none of them employs more than 10 people and none

has a product currently available, but according to OTM officials, within the next

decade it’s likely that any one of them could be a breakout company with 100 or more

employees and publicly traded on a major stock exchange. —RM 
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Carcillo watched fight for his life. That boy
won his fight and walked away without
chronic kidney problems. Many others—
Carcillo estimates as many as 14 percent of
his septic shock patients—aren’t so lucky.

Like the patients and doctors, Pitt waits,
too. It’s certainly possible that PDE4
inhibitors may be one of the University’s
upcoming success stories. It’s one of those
technologies that is in the middle of that
eight-to-10-year pipeline. Nevertheless, Pitt
officials aren’t penciling in future PDE4 rev-
enue just yet. So much can still go wrong.
Clinical trials aren’t yet under way. And gar-
nering FDA approval is no walk in the park.
For these and other reasons, the OTM’s policy
is to keep its portfolio overflowing with bio-
innovations. In the end, OTM officials will
tell you, it’s a numbers game. The more tech-
nologies that step up to the plate, the better
the odds of hitting a home run. As for that
promising rookie known as PDE4, it’s too
early to tell whether it will circle the bases.

Certainly, Jackson and Carcillo aren’t
quitting their day jobs.

“When my wife married me, I had noth-
ing. I was a poor undergraduate, [then] a
poor graduate student, poor postdoctoral
fellow, all the way up,” says Jackson, laugh-
ing. “Money isn’t the driving force for me,
but it would be really nice to be able to gen-
erate funds to not have to spend so much
time writing grants, to have the money to go
out and tell my technician, ‘Let’s do this
crazy idea.’ ”

“If I wanted money,” says Carcillo, “I
wouldn’t have gone into academics or even
become a physician. What Ed and I hope to
do is push the technology forward.” �

“If we can get the biotech industry growing, it will attract

other players from all over the planet to Pittsburgh.”


